BRIGHOUSE TOWN CENTRE MASTERPLAN
INTRODUCTION
WHY A MASTERPLAN?
The Brighouse Town Board is made up of
business and community representatives and
local councillors. They work with the local
community, public, private and voluntary
organisations to improve and push forward the
regeneration of Brighouse.
The Town Board oversee the issues and
opportunities of the local area and as such,
they have identified the need for a Vision
Masterplan for the town centre to provide a
framework for future regeneration projects
and in order to apply for funding from the
government to improve the town.
The Town Board commissioned a team of
Landscape Architects, Transport, Access
& Arts Consultants in September 2019 to
collaboratively shape a Vision Masterplan for
Brighouse with the following aims:
SUSTAINABLE
Protecting and improving spaces with the future
in mind
ATTRACTIVE
A desirable place to live, work and visit with
distinctive character
HEALTHY
Walkable and cyclable, with clean fresh air
to breathe adhering to the Healthy Streets
approach and Green Streets Principles.

PROJECT OVERVIEW & DEVELOPMENT
The project began with stakeholder engagement
which was held to gather valuable local
knowledge, as well as to collectively agree the
strengths, limitations and key objectives for the
future of Brighouse town centre.

Study Area

The masterplanning team then undertook their
own in-depth background studies, analysing
place, transport, cultural, leisure and art issues
and opportunities in the town, and existing
barriers to inclusivity.
This led to the development of the Vision and
Masterplan which was then presented to the
Stakeholders with the opportunity to further
refine and gain consensus of the direction of
travel.
The findings from the above process developed
the draft masterplan and ideas as to how the
vision can be delivered on the ground, are
presented on the following pages.

YOUR SAY
We welcome your comments on the draft vision and masterplan. Please go to the Brighouse vision
masterplan project page to tell us what you think about the information shown on these pages.
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BRIGHOUSE TOWN CENTRE MASTERPLAN
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
STAKEHOLDER WORKSHOP & WALKABOUT
The stakeholders (business owners, community representatives, the Environment Agency, Brighouse BID, Council officers and councillors) took part in a workshop and
‘walkabout’ in Brighouse in November 2019 to pinpoint the town assets and opportunities for improvement.
An engagement tool called ‘Place Standard’ that is used to assess a place by promoting discussions in a methodological way was used at the engagement event. The findings
are illustrated below.
Stakeholders were asked:
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WHAT ARE THE LIMITATIONS OF THE TOWN CENTRE?

stop

UNIQUE DIVERSE EVENTS
COMPACT CENTRE

WHAT ARE THE STRENGTHS OF THE TOWN CENTRE?

Bus

WHAT MAKES BRIGHOUSE SPECIAL?

THE KEY OBJECTIVES IDENTIFIED FOR THE TOWN CENTRE VISION & MASTERPLAN WERE:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Support the vitality of the independent retail offer of the town and access to these and wider leisure facilities
Reduce traffic dominance in the town centre and deliver a step change in the accessibility and provision of sustainable transport modes
Improve the public realm to enable greater welcome, ‘liveability’ and to increase dwell times
Increase take up of residential living in the town centre
Celebrate the distinct heritage of Brighouse waterside and its historic core
Support greater ‘presence’ of civic institutions
Significantly improve the greening of the town centre
Address the poor quality, lack of character, associated with highway environments around the town centre
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BRIGHOUSE TOWN CENTRE MASTERPLAN
BACKGROUND STUDIES

PLACE

• There is limited green space and permanent public space to
dwell in the town centre but it does have good streets and
buildings.
• There are limited opportunities to play and relax. These
limitations affect the image of the place and people’s impulse
to spend more time in the town centre.
• Entry points into the town centre have been disrupted by
modern changes to the layout of the town. As an example
Wakefield Road is now cut off by the A641 where it once
joined with King Street as a direct route to the town centre
from the East. This disruption makes it hard for people to be
able to ‘read’ the town and navigate themselves.
• There is a ‘ring of anywhere landscape’ surrounding the
historic centre which impacts the image of Brighouse and also
creates barriers to residents walking or cycling to the town
centre.
• The historic setting of the town in its Pennine context, its
identity as a mill town and relationship with the waterways,
has been lost to modern development.

TRANSPORT

• Brighouse is dominated by traffic. There are virtually no places
in the town to escape moving traffic or parked cars. This has a
detrimental impact on air quality, and the design quality and
vibrancy of public spaces.
• The A roads surrounding the town centre present a significant
barrier to accessing facilities by any means other than the car.
• The town is compact, flat and easily walkable, but approaches
from the residential communities North and South is difficult.
• The pedestrian link inbetween the town centre and the rail
station has been identified by many as particularly poor.
• There is plenty of car parking in Brighouse although lack of
awareness and poor walking links lead to overuse of on-street
parking and underuse of some of the car parks.
• The town is has great links to surrounding towns and cities.

CULTURE & ARTS

• The retail sector has a strong independent offer of around 150
shops with low vacancy rates.
• Historic buildings in the town are of a high quality and well
used by the community but they are not ‘shown off’.
• Events and festivals are varied and well attended including
1940s Weekend, Food and Craft Markets, Brighouse Festival
of Brass and the Charity Gala.
• The town is seen as an evening destination from a catchment
area including Huddersfield, Halifax and Elland.
• The Library and Art Gallery are two of the town’s gems.
However access to them in terms of geography and signage
make them feel disconnected from the town.
• Brighouse sits in the Calder Valley ‘Maker Belt’ a strong active
physical community of artists and craftspeople.

• In support of the planned new sustainable housing and
employment development in Brighouse, it is essential to
improve walking and cycling options both on and around the
road network to help manage this growth.
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BRIGHOUSE TOWN CENTRE MASTERPLAN
DRAFT VISION & MASTERPLAN
VISION STATEMENT

MASTERPLAN

The vision is to reinvigorate Brighouse town centre as a
distinctive destination in the
Calder Valley.
A place that offers a special experience of
independent shops, events and facilities for both the
community and wider regional visitors.
A welcoming place that is pleasant to spend time in,
green and easy to get to by walking and cycling.

KEY MOVES
• Create discrete, characterful town centre environments supporting
retail, evening and living activities.
• Shape distinctive welcoming public space that support the leisure
offer of the town.
• Deliver a step change in provision of pedestrian and cycle
provision.
• Celebrate people and the stories of the community (past, present
and future) including the role of the town in the ‘Maker Belt’ of
the Calder Valley, a stong alive physical community of artists and
crafts people.
• Address the ‘could be anywhere’ town and roads areas between
the established neighbourhoods and the centre to support the
overall vision.
• Strengthen the identity of the key arrival point into the town from
the M62 which effectively forms the ‘Front of House’ to the town.
• Celebrate the bridges and waterside associated with the historic
centre of Brighouse, the ‘Back of House’ which is more intimate
and of local relevance.

KEY

1. Entry Points

2. Commercial Street

3. Brighouse Lanes

4. Brighouse Canalside

5. Rail & Bus Station

6. Enhanced Pedestrian
& Cycle connections

7.Anywhere Zone
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BRIGHOUSE TOWN CENTRE MASTERPLAN
HOW?

1. ENTRY POINTS TO THE TOWN CENTRE

Cyclist/Pedestrian Priority

3. BRIGHOUSE LANES

2. COMMERCIAL STREET

Strong thresholds

Places to rest & relax

Generous pavements

Enhanced setting to flexible public space

Streets for people

Improve quality and feel of the street to make it more people
friendly to support the strong retail offer.

Market Street, Park Street, West Park Street, Park Row and Hall
Street.

• Kings Street and Lawson Road- expand pavements resurface &
narrow the road.
• Create quality public space at Owler Ings/Ship Street,
Parsonage Lane/Gooder Street.
• Potential subway enhancements
• Planting to significantly green these routes
• Dwell space to allow appreciation of waterways and bridges.

• Widen pavements
• Resurface and narrow the carriageways
• Planting to significantly ‘green’ the street and create places to
sit and dwell.
• Potentially pedestrianise 1/3 of the road
• Maintain blue badge parking and loading
• New crossings
• Artworks
• Feature lighting

•
•
•
•

4. BRIGHOUSE CANALSIDE

5. RAIL / BUS STATION AND CAR PARK LINKSStation & Carpark

6. ARTS, CULTURE AND INTERPRETATION

Remodel streets and spaces at main entry points to form generous
arrival and crossings for pedestrians and cyclists travelling
between residential and employment neighbourhoods, and the
town centre.

Flexible waterside public space

Planting

Quality crossings

Cycle Infrastructure

Expansion and refurbishment of pavements
Narrow and resurface carriageways where access is required
Maintain blue badge parking and loading
Planting to significantly enhance the area and create places to
sit and dwell
• Create access where required
• Artworks
• Feature lighting

A legible town supported by signage Landmarks emphasised

Create generous public realm associated with the Canalside and
Bethel Street.

High quality finishes to pedestrian/cyclist links to stations and car
parks.

Create an understandable menu of leisure and recreation offers
that complements the surrounding towns and cities.

• Remodel Bethel Street Car park to create a flexible space for
community events
• Refurbish the market as a community space/hub
• Improvements to Bethel Street / Briggate
• Planting to significantly ‘green’ the area
• Artworks
• Maintain blue badge parking

• Church Lane, Hutchinson Lane, Ganny Road Alley, Bradford
Road to Bus Station
• Strong walking links from Daisy Lane, Owler Ings, Bank Street
and Commercial Street car parks.
• Statement canopy / landmark at bus station

• Create distinctive routes that enable people to easily navigate
the town centre more confidently.
• Embellish and accentuate important civic buildings
• Increase and enhance town centre living to help create a
vibrant town centre
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